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My interests…My interests…
      Theories and technologies that enable new ways Theories and technologies that enable new ways 

for people to understand, remember and for people to understand, remember and 
communicate about their worldscommunicate about their worlds

 ‘‘Computational semiotics’:Computational semiotics’: a computational  a computational 
understanding of how multimedia documents conveys meaning understanding of how multimedia documents conveys meaning 
 analyse and structure multimedia data analyse and structure multimedia data  

 Working with a Working with a variety of multimedia archivesvariety of multimedia archives, , 
especially in specialist domains (dance, art, crime scenes, especially in specialist domains (dance, art, crime scenes, 
feature films), and recently the Webfeature films), and recently the Web

 Focus on understanding and exploiting the Focus on understanding and exploiting the relationship relationship 
between visual and verbal informationbetween visual and verbal information



    

Retrieving the Visual via the VerbalRetrieving the Visual via the Verbal

““One way to resolve the One way to resolve the semantic gapsemantic gap comes from …  comes from … 
integrating other sources of information about the integrating other sources of information about the 
image…  Information about an image can come from a image…  Information about an image can come from a 
number of different sourcesnumber of different sources: the image content, labels : the image content, labels 
attached to the image, images embedded in a text, and attached to the image, images embedded in a text, and 
so on.  We still have very so on.  We still have very primitive ways of integrating primitive ways of integrating 
this informationthis information in order to optimize access to images”   in order to optimize access to images”  

(Smeulders et al. 2000)(Smeulders et al. 2000)



    

Retrieving the Visual via the VerbalRetrieving the Visual via the Verbal

 Use keywords from HTML to index still images:Use keywords from HTML to index still images:  
WebSEEK, Google, AltaVistaWebSEEK, Google, AltaVista

 Use keywords from speech stream / subtitles to Use keywords from speech stream / subtitles to 
structure and index video data:structure and index video data:  Informedia,Informedia,  
Físchlár-TVFíschlár-TV, Google Video, BlinkxTV, Google Video, BlinkxTV

 Learn correlations between visual and verbal Learn correlations between visual and verbal 
features for image classification / retrieval:features for image classification / retrieval:  
(Barnard et al. 2003), (Yanai 2003)(Barnard et al. 2003), (Yanai 2003)

All these systems exploit All these systems exploit collateral textcollateral text



    

Idea OneIdea One

Retrieve and browse video data on the Retrieve and browse video data on the 
basis of narrative structuresbasis of narrative structures  

  extract representations of narrative structures  extract representations of narrative structures  
in films from collateral textsin films from collateral texts



    

Idea TwoIdea Two

Develop an understanding of how the Develop an understanding of how the 
‘whole’ of a multimedia document conveys ‘whole’ of a multimedia document conveys 

meaning beyond the sum of its partsmeaning beyond the sum of its parts  
  classify and make use of the relations between verbal classify and make use of the relations between verbal 

and visual media types in systems that analyse and and visual media types in systems that analyse and 
generate multimedia documentsgenerate multimedia documents



    



    

AUDIO DESCRIPTION

[12.09] Hanna jumps from [12.09] Hanna jumps from 
the lorry. the lorry. 
[12.20] Desperately she [12.20] Desperately she 
runs towards the mangled runs towards the mangled 
jeep. jeep. 
[12.27] Soldiers try to stop [12.27] Soldiers try to stop 
her. her. 
[12.31] She struggles with [12.31] She struggles with 
the soldier who grabs hold the soldier who grabs hold 
of her firmly.of her firmly.

PLOT SUMMARY     

The moving story of an 
English mapmaker and his 
dying memories of the 
romance that tragically alters 
his life. Burned horribly in a 
fiery crash after being shot 
down while crossing the 
Sahara Desert during WWII, 
he is tended to by a 
Canadian nurse ...



    



    

Audio DescriptionAudio Description
 Subtitles allow the deaf and hard-of-hearing to read what they Subtitles allow the deaf and hard-of-hearing to read what they 

cannot hear: cannot hear: audio descriptionaudio description allows the blind and  allows the blind and 
visually-impaired to hear descriptions of what they cannot seevisually-impaired to hear descriptions of what they cannot see

 In between dialogue the describer gives essential details In between dialogue the describer gives essential details 
about on-screen scenes and events, and about characters’ about on-screen scenes and events, and about characters’ 
actions, appearances, gestures and expressions. actions, appearances, gestures and expressions. 

 Audio description is increasingly available internationally on Audio description is increasingly available internationally on 
television, in cinema and on VHS/DVD releases.television, in cinema and on VHS/DVD releases.

 In UK 3-4 major film releases a week are described (with a In UK 3-4 major film releases a week are described (with a 
back catalogue approaching 1000 films) – 200+ cinemas back catalogue approaching 1000 films) – 200+ cinemas 
provide audio description; RNIB campaigning for 50% of provide audio description; RNIB campaigning for 50% of 
broadcast television to be describedbroadcast television to be described



    

Audio DescriptionAudio Description
An important and interesting scenario to An important and interesting scenario to 

investigate audiovisual translationinvestigate audiovisual translation

A promising resource to exploit for A promising resource to exploit for 
structuring and indexing video datastructuring and indexing video data



    

Audio DescriptionAudio Description
[11.43] Hanna passes Jan some banknotes. [11.43] Hanna passes Jan some banknotes. 
[11.55] Laughing, Jan falls back into her seat as the jeep [11.55] Laughing, Jan falls back into her seat as the jeep 

overtakes the line of the lorries. overtakes the line of the lorries. 
[12.01] An explosion on the road ahead. [12.01] An explosion on the road ahead. 
[12.08] The jeep has hit a mine. [12.08] The jeep has hit a mine. 
[12.09] Hanna jumps from the lorry. [12.09] Hanna jumps from the lorry. 
[12.20] Desperately she runs towards the mangled jeep. [12.20] Desperately she runs towards the mangled jeep. 
[12.27] Soldiers try to stop her. [12.27] Soldiers try to stop her. 
[12.31] She struggles with the soldier who grabs hold of her firmly. [12.31] She struggles with the soldier who grabs hold of her firmly. 
[12.35] He lifts her bodily from the ground, holding her tightly in [12.35] He lifts her bodily from the ground, holding her tightly in 

his arms. his arms. 



    

Narrative StructuresNarrative Structures

Stories involve chains of events in cause-effect Stories involve chains of events in cause-effect 
relationships occurring in space and time, where relationships occurring in space and time, where 
the agents of cause-effect are characters with the agents of cause-effect are characters with 
goals, beliefs and emotions.goals, beliefs and emotions.

(Bordwell and Thompson 1997)(Bordwell and Thompson 1997)



    

Extracting Information about EmotionsExtracting Information about Emotions
(Salway and Graham 2003)(Salway and Graham 2003)

 Stories revolve around characters’ changing mental Stories revolve around characters’ changing mental 
states: computer needs information about mental states states: computer needs information about mental states 
to ‘understand’ the story of a filmto ‘understand’ the story of a film

 Audio Description does not comment on characters’ Audio Description does not comment on characters’ 
mental states explicitly, but does indicate emotions with mental states explicitly, but does indicate emotions with 
visible manifestationvisible manifestation

She is resting She is resting peacefullypeacefully……
She peers She peers anxiouslyanxiously……



    

Extracting Information about EmotionsExtracting Information about Emotions
(Salway and Graham 2003)(Salway and Graham 2003)

METHOD
 Used 22 ‘emotion types’ (Ortony, Clore and Collins 1988)Used 22 ‘emotion types’ (Ortony, Clore and Collins 1988)

 Created lists of 600+ ‘emotion tokens’ for each type; used Created lists of 600+ ‘emotion tokens’ for each type; used 
WordNet on grammatical variants of type namesWordNet on grammatical variants of type names

FEAR:FEAR: fearful, nervously, desperately, terrified… fearful, nervously, desperately, terrified…
JOY:JOY: joy, contented, cheerful, delighted…  joy, contented, cheerful, delighted… 
HOPE:HOPE: hope, expectation…  hope, expectation… 

 Map emotion tokens Map emotion tokens  emotion types (record timecode) emotion types (record timecode)



    

Extracting Information about EmotionsExtracting Information about Emotions
(Salway and Graham 2003)(Salway and Graham 2003)

RESULTS
 Preliminary evaluation:Preliminary evaluation:

 10 subjects identified 19 instances of emotions in 10 film 10 subjects identified 19 instances of emotions in 10 film 
sequences (majority decision).  Our method extracted 23 sequences (majority decision).  Our method extracted 23 
instances of emotions.instances of emotions.

 12 out of 19 12 out of 19  63% recall 63% recall
 Of remaining 11, 7 were identified by 1 or more subjects Of remaining 11, 7 were identified by 1 or more subjects  4  4 

false positives (83% precision)false positives (83% precision)

 Plotting the emotion types against time Plotting the emotion types against time suggests that we suggests that we 
can access some aspects of narrative structurecan access some aspects of narrative structure



    

Emotions Extracted for Captain Correlli’s Mandolin
52 tokens of 8 emotion types



    

Emotions Extracted for Captain Correlli’s Mandolin
52 tokens of 8 emotion types 

15-20 minutes: Pelagria’s betrothal to Madras
20-30 minutes: invasion of the island
68-74 minutes: Pelagria and Correlli’s growing relationship
92-95 minutes: German soldiers disarm Italians



    

Emotions Extracted for The Postman



    



    

Extracting Information about EmotionsExtracting Information about Emotions
(Salway and Graham 2003)(Salway and Graham 2003)

ONGOING WORK
 Improvements to MethodImprovements to Method

 Make method sensitive to ‘strength’ of emotionsMake method sensitive to ‘strength’ of emotions
 Assign emotions to charactersAssign emotions to characters
 Integrate information from audio and visual featuresIntegrate information from audio and visual features

 Evaluate idea of “video retrieval by story similarity”Evaluate idea of “video retrieval by story similarity”

 Try with film screenplays (NB. time alignment issue)Try with film screenplays (NB. time alignment issue)



    

What Happens in Films?What Happens in Films?
(Salway, Vassiliou and Ahmad 2005)(Salway, Vassiliou and Ahmad 2005)

 Is there a set of events which are common to most films? Is there a set of events which are common to most films? 
 If so, maybe these are the ‘building blocks’ used by  If so, maybe these are the ‘building blocks’ used by 
filmmakers to tell stories, i.e. narrative elementsfilmmakers to tell stories, i.e. narrative elements

 We could then focus on extracting information about We could then focus on extracting information about 
these (from text/visual/audio) and investigate how to these (from text/visual/audio) and investigate how to 
generate representations of narrative structuregenerate representations of narrative structure



    

What Happens in Films?What Happens in Films?
(Salway, Vassiliou and Ahmad 2005)(Salway, Vassiliou and Ahmad 2005)

METHODMETHOD
 Screenplay corpus (75 films – 1,971,950 words); Screenplay corpus (75 films – 1,971,950 words); 
 Audio description corpus (45 films – 399,199 words) Audio description corpus (45 films – 399,199 words) 

Identify frequent non-grammatical words Identify frequent non-grammatical words 
  collocation patterns of these wordscollocation patterns of these words

  frequent phrasesfrequent phrases



    

What Happens in Films?What Happens in Films?
(Salway, Vassiliou and Ahmad 2005)(Salway, Vassiliou and Ahmad 2005)

RESULTSRESULTS

36open*/close* the door
(the) door open*/close*

22smiles at

8 
(7)

10 
(8)

turn* to 
(turns to)

11 
(8)

29 
(17)

look* at 
(looks at)

Average per 
Audio Description

Average per 
Screenplay

Some Common Phrases



    

What Happens in Films?What Happens in Films?
(Salway, Vassiliou and Ahmad 2005)(Salway, Vassiliou and Ahmad 2005)

DISCUSSION
 Are these phrases common because they describe Are these phrases common because they describe 

primitive actions that are important story-telling primitive actions that are important story-telling 
elements in films?  elements in films?  
 ‘looks at’ / ‘turns to’ – helps audience to understanding what 

a character is focussing on and thinking about, or who they are 
interacting with

 ‘smiles (ADVERB) at’ – conveys a character’s emotional 
reaction to another character, ADVERB = shyly, briefly, 
happily, etc.

 ‘* door *’ / ‘* room *’ – information about characters’ 
entrances and exits, can infer who is present in a scene

 These results may guide the description and analysis These results may guide the description and analysis 
of ‘mid-level’ semantic video content for films: a of ‘mid-level’ semantic video content for films: a 
stepping-stone in the mapping between visual features stepping-stone in the mapping between visual features 
and narrative structureand narrative structure



    

What Happens in Films?What Happens in Films?
(Salway, Vassiliou and Ahmad 2005)(Salway, Vassiliou and Ahmad 2005)

ONGOING WORKONGOING WORK
 Automatic extraction of local grammarAutomatic extraction of local grammar
 Development of IE applicationsDevelopment of IE applications
 Exploring novel video retrieval / browsing based on Exploring novel video retrieval / browsing based on 

information about:information about:
 Characters’ focus of attentionCharacters’ focus of attention
 Non-verbal communication between charactersNon-verbal communication between characters
 Movement of characters and objectsMovement of characters and objects
 Scene changesScene changes
 Characters’ emotionsCharacters’ emotions



    

Cross-document co-referenceCross-document co-reference
(Tomadaki and Salway 2005)(Tomadaki and Salway 2005)

 Need to integrate information from multiple text sources Need to integrate information from multiple text sources 
to index / structure video data, e.g. MUMISto index / structure video data, e.g. MUMIS

 The The cross-document co-reference problemcross-document co-reference problem is to  is to 
identify fragments of different texts that refer to the same identify fragments of different texts that refer to the same 
entity or evententity or event

 Previous solutions have concentrated on CDCR between Previous solutions have concentrated on CDCR between 
texts of the same type, or on a finite set of eventstexts of the same type, or on a finite set of events



    

Plot summary
A young, shell-shocked war 
nurse (Hana) remains behind 
to tend her doomed patient

Audio description
[23:54] Hana makes her patient 
comfortable

Audio description
[45:09] Gently she washes the 
tender skin on the patient's 
chest.



    

Cross-document co-referenceCross-document co-reference
(Tomadaki and Salway 2005)(Tomadaki and Salway 2005)

 Corpus analysis suggests linguistic regularities in how Corpus analysis suggests linguistic regularities in how 
plot summaries and audio description refer to common plot summaries and audio description refer to common 
events.  BUT, the frequent verbs in each corpus are very events.  BUT, the frequent verbs in each corpus are very 
different, and cannot be matched with existing thesauri, different, and cannot be matched with existing thesauri, 
nor it seems can correlations be identified.nor it seems can correlations be identified.

 Matching the participants of events and their Matching the participants of events and their 
grammatical roles achieves 50-60% precision and recall.  grammatical roles achieves 50-60% precision and recall.  
Need more work to resolve references to characters. Need more work to resolve references to characters. 
(More details in Tomadaki’s forthcoming PhD).(More details in Tomadaki’s forthcoming PhD).



    

Hypervideo based on Plot UnitsHypervideo based on Plot Units
(Salway and Xu 2005)(Salway and Xu 2005)

 Hypervideo offers a new way to watch films: ‘interactivity’ Hypervideo offers a new way to watch films: ‘interactivity’ 
increases…increases…

cinema cinema  television  television  VHS video  VHS video  DVD  DVD  hypervideo hypervideo

 The NAFI system stores data about ‘plot units’ so users The NAFI system stores data about ‘plot units’ so users 
can browse between related events in a film: plot units can browse between related events in a film: plot units 
are a story representation formalism which associate are a story representation formalism which associate 
characters’ affect states with events (Lehnert 1977).characters’ affect states with events (Lehnert 1977).



    



    



    

Hypervideo based on Plot UnitsHypervideo based on Plot Units
(Salway and Xu 2005)(Salway and Xu 2005)

 30 subjects spent about 2 hours each using NAFI to find 30 subjects spent about 2 hours each using NAFI to find 
answers to questions about the story of answers to questions about the story of The Pelican The Pelican 
BriefBrief with/without hypervideo links.   with/without hypervideo links.  

 Some evidence to suggest that when hypervideo links Some evidence to suggest that when hypervideo links 
were enabled then subjects gave better and quicker were enabled then subjects gave better and quicker 
answers.  (More details in Xu’s forthcoming PhD).answers.  (More details in Xu’s forthcoming PhD).



    



    



    



    



    



    



    



    



    



    



    

Classifying Text-Image RelationsClassifying Text-Image Relations

How can we tell which (image or text) is more 
important for successful communication?
What correspondence is there between the 
information conveyed by one and by the other?
What information, or other value, does one add 
to the other?
If we understand the content of one, then what 
can we infer about the content of the other?
What conventions are there for combining 
images and texts in particular genres of 
communication?



    

Proposed Classification SchemeProposed Classification Scheme
(Martinec and Salway 2005)(Martinec and Salway 2005)

 In our classification of image-text relations In our classification of image-text relations we distinguish we distinguish 
two independent kinds of relations:  two independent kinds of relations:  
 Status relationsStatus relations are to do with the relative  are to do with the relative 

importance of the text and the image, or the importance of the text and the image, or the 
dependence of one on the other;  dependence of one on the other;  

 Logico-semanticLogico-semantic relations are to do with the  relations are to do with the 
functions that images and texts serve for one another.functions that images and texts serve for one another.

 Different relations may hold between different parts of Different relations may hold between different parts of 
images and texts, i.e. image regions and text fragments.images and texts, i.e. image regions and text fragments.

 This scheme combines and extends ideas from Barthes This scheme combines and extends ideas from Barthes 
(1977) and Halliday (1994)(1977) and Halliday (1994)



    

 The relation between an image and a text is The relation between an image and a text is 
equalequal when: when:
 both the image and the text are required for both the image and the text are required for 

successful communication, in which case they are successful communication, in which case they are 
equalequal--complementarycomplementary; ; OROR

 both the image and the text can be understood both the image and the text can be understood 
individually, in which case they are individually, in which case they are equalequal--
independentindependent..

 The relation between an image and a text is The relation between an image and a text is 
unequalunequal when either the image or the text can  when either the image or the text can 
be understood individually - that which cannot be be understood individually - that which cannot be 
understood individually is understood individually is subordinate.subordinate.

Status Relations



    

Logico-Semantic RelationsLogico-Semantic Relations

 A text A text elaborateselaborates the meaning of an image, and  the meaning of an image, and 
vice versa, by further specifying or describing itvice versa, by further specifying or describing it

 A text A text extendsextends the meaning of an image, and  the meaning of an image, and 
vice versa, by adding new information vice versa, by adding new information 

 A text A text enhancesenhances the meaning of an image, and  the meaning of an image, and 
vice versa, by qualifying it with reference to time, vice versa, by qualifying it with reference to time, 
place and/or cause-effectplace and/or cause-effect



    

Features to Classify Relations?Features to Classify Relations?
 Page layout and formattingPage layout and formatting:: relative size and position of  relative size and position of 

image and text; font type and size; image borderimage and text; font type and size; image border
 Lexical references in textLexical references in text:: for example, ‘This picture  for example, ‘This picture 

shows…’; ‘See Figure 1’; ‘on the left’; ‘is shown by’shows…’; ‘See Figure 1’; ‘on the left’; ‘is shown by’
 Grammatical characteristics of the textGrammatical characteristics of the text:: tense – past /  tense – past / 

present; quantification – single / many; full sentences or present; quantification – single / many; full sentences or 
short phrases short phrases 

 Modality of imagesModality of images:: a scale from realistic to abstract, or  a scale from realistic to abstract, or 
from photographic to graphicfrom photographic to graphic

 Framing of imagesFraming of images:: for example, one centred subject, or  for example, one centred subject, or 
no particular subjectno particular subject



    

Classifying Text-Image RelationsClassifying Text-Image Relations

HypothesisHypothesis
““Text-image relations in an arbitrary Text-image relations in an arbitrary 

multimedia document can be classified on multimedia document can be classified on 
the basis of low-level media features”the basis of low-level media features”  



    

Plans for CLASTIC projectPlans for CLASTIC project

AimAim
 Test our hypothesisTest our hypothesis

A A general classification scheme of text-image relations general classification scheme of text-image relations 
so that for an arbitrary combination it is possible to so that for an arbitrary combination it is possible to 
classify automatically the relations holding between the classify automatically the relations holding between the 
verbal and visual componentsverbal and visual components
 systematic description of text-image relations, with formal systematic description of text-image relations, with formal 

realisations of each relation based on image features, linguistic realisations of each relation based on image features, linguistic 
features, and page featuresfeatures, and page features

 relations defined so information about them can be leveraged to relations defined so information about them can be leveraged to 
guide the analysis and structuring of multimedia documentsguide the analysis and structuring of multimedia documents



    

Plans for CLASTIC projectPlans for CLASTIC project

ApproachApproach
 Create a corpus of web pages representative of text-Create a corpus of web pages representative of text-

image combinations on the web, with an associated image combinations on the web, with an associated 
database of low level media features and text-image database of low level media features and text-image 
relations; and complementary corpora of digitised printed relations; and complementary corpora of digitised printed 
material, video data and multimedia presentationsmaterial, video data and multimedia presentations  

 Develop the classification scheme by investigating the Develop the classification scheme by investigating the 
correlation between low-level media features and text-correlation between low-level media features and text-
image relations in the corporaimage relations in the corpora

 Develop a software component to classify text-image Develop a software component to classify text-image 
relations for arbitrary multimedia documentsrelations for arbitrary multimedia documents

 Evaluate in a range of multimedia knowledge Evaluate in a range of multimedia knowledge 
management applicationsmanagement applications



    

RepriseReprise

Develop an understanding of how the Develop an understanding of how the 
‘whole’ of a multimedia document conveys ‘whole’ of a multimedia document conveys 

meaning beyond the sum of its partsmeaning beyond the sum of its parts  
  classify and make use of the relations between classify and make use of the relations between 

verbal and visual media types in systems that verbal and visual media types in systems that 
analyse and generate multimedia documentsanalyse and generate multimedia documents

Retrieve and browse video data on the 
basis of narrative structures 

 extract representations of narrative structures  
in films from collateral texts
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